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MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 
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Notable Trades: 

Corn 2/3/2020 - 2/7/2020

H

K

N

385 9 1/2 18.25%

390 23 16.25%

390 34 1/4 17.75%

-52k COT (-27k w/w)

383 3/4

404

2/7     K370/390/410 iron fly 
               14 7/8¢ 1000x

375

371

390

394

Neutral / trading sideways

Corn continues to chop around finishing up 2¢ on the week with steady vol. 

The market isn't really sure what to do from here. There are cases to be made for both a rally and a 
break. There isn't much risk priced into the maket, but given the stocks, the unknown demand and the 
looming large planting, the risk could be to the downside. 

For now, the market is finding buyers on dips and sellers on rallies. 

Funds returned as big sellers this week. This is interesting as funds have been slow (very slow) and 
steady buyers of corn since November. Last year, we saw funds initiate a large short position starting 
about now and going through April. They maxed out at a short position of over 300k and we saw futures 
bottom around 350. The fear of a repeat has got to be in the back of peoples mind. At this low(ish) vol 
and negative put skew level, buying puts as protection isn't a bad bet.  
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Wheat 2/3/2020 - 2/7/2020

K

N

H 560 18 3/4 21.5%

555 45 1/4 22.25%

560 62 1/8 22.75%

+45k COT (+4k w/w)

551 1/4

520 1/4

2/7 H 545/565 stg 11¢ 500x

Trend still higher, but trading sideways

545

538 1/2

565

575

The wheat market stabilized last week finsihing up 5¢ with vol just slightly firm. 

After selling off a bit from the highs in January, the market seems to be taking a pause to regroup. Funds
are long and adding to their position, but it feels like we may have hit a tipping point. At this point, we 
should be aware of the possiblity, and cautious of the idea, that funds could liquidate their long position
and wheat could sell off aggressively. 

We continue to see a very flat U skew in Wheat. This is indicating that there is risk both to the upside
and to the downside. The fact that the call skew isn't steep tells us that there isn't much demand for 
calls. That makes sense because funds are long, They are getting their upside exposure from the 
futures. Because of this, we should look at the skew as a leading indicator for a psoition shift. If puts 
start to drop and calls pick up vol, we could assume that funds are getting ready to flip their futures 
position and the market will be ready to break. 
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2/3/2020 - 2/7/2020Soybeans

H

K

N

X

880 18 13.25%

890 41 1/2 12.75%

900 58 1/2 13%

920 86 14%

-86k COT (-31k w/w)

917 1/4

918

2/3 X1060/1260c 9 1/8¢ 1600x
J900p 24 3/8¢ 800x

K800p 1¢ 700x
H910/930c 1 1/2¢ 700x

H880c 9 3/8¢ 700x
K950/960c 1 1/8¢ 1200x
X1000/k900c 2¢ 1000x

x1000c/k900c 1 1/4¢ 500x
N960/1060c v 908 d.17 
     10 3/8¢ 500x

2/4

2/6

2/7

Lower But stabilizing

875

868 3/4

888

900

Beans finished the week up 10¢ as coronavirs fears subside, volaitlity was unchanged.

The South American crop is still looking huge and that is keeping pressure on prices. 

In keeping with the phase one deal, China is set to remove tariffs next weekend and the fist day of tariff free
purchases will be 2/15. The market will be anticipating that after after the WASDE report this Tuesday. Exports 
are way down vs last year, but China has been making good purchases in South America. 

There is a significant hurder to overcome if the bulls are going to regain control of the makret. Finishing up 10¢
last week was a poitive development, although as along as we are under $9, the bear pressure will continue. 
Couple that with the increased fund sales, and it's getting hard to paint a short term picture of a rally.

Vol is low with fairly steep call skews. Puts skews remain negative the first few strikes below ATM. Call spreads 
are good to scalp on short term pops in prices. Otherwise, Straddles reamain a gamble, a cheap bet but one 
that looks unlikely to pay, at least in the front months. Back month straddles are another thing alltogether.  




